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Setting & Challenge: In OVOD [1], the detector aims to detect any objects within an 
object vocabulary in an input image. Previous method, e.g., DetPro [2], can easily 
misclassify some highly similar classes (puffin v.s. bird). 

Contribution: We propose a meta prompt and instance contrastive learning 
strategy to improve the model generalization ability, which can be more 
discriminative to these similar categories.
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• Meta prompt learning scheme to simulate a novel-class-emerging scenario 
• Instance-level contrastive strategy for intra-class compactness and inter-class separation
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iii) Inference Stage

ii) Training Stage: detector training
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i) Training Stage: meta prompt learning
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Ablation

(a) Components Analysis
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Comparison of our method with previous SOTA methods on LVIS benchmark 

Comparison of our method with previous SOTA methods on transfer experiments

Qualitative detection visualization results of our proposed method MIC and DetPro 

We propose a novel framework MIC for open-
vocabulary object detection by simulating a novel-
class-emerging scenario and expanding the low-
density regions in the latent feature space. Without 
complex training techniques and extra training data, 
extensive experimental results show the strong 
generalization ability of our proposed method. 
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